Data have been compiled on the cross sections for the collisions of electrons and photons with atomic oxygen (0). The processes considered are total scattering, elastic scattering, momentum transfer, excitations of electronic states (including fine structure levels of the ground state), ionization, and electron attachment. The cross-section data are presented graphically. Energy levels, transition probabilities and some other properties of atomic OXY2en are summarized to aid understanding of the collision processes. The literature was surveyed through December 1988, but more recent data, if they are available to the authors, are included also.
5.1. Rate coefficients for the cooling due to the fine structure transitions in the ground state of 0 ... 
Introduction
Recently the present authors published compilations of cross-section data for the collision of electrons and photons with nitrogen (N 2 )1 and oxygen (0 2 )2 molecules. These molecules are the major constituents of the Earth's atmosphere. Atomic oxygen (0) is also important in the upper atmosphere of the Earth, since it is the most abundant species at heights between 200 and 600 lan. Furthermore, atomic oxygen plays a significant role in the atmospheres of other planets (e.g., Venus and Mars) and in various astronomic objects. As an extension of the previous work on N2 and O 2 , the present paper compiles the cross-section data for the collision of electrons and photons with O.
The principle and detailed procedure of compilation and the evaluation of the data are essentially the same as in the previous papers. 1, 2 The compilation is based on experimental data, as much as possible. In some cases, theoretic results are shown with the experimental data so that the reliability of the calculations can be seen. Where there are no experimental data available, only theoretic data are given. The collision processes considered here are only those with the atomic oxygen, in its ground state. Collisions with oxygen ions are excluded. (Cross sections for the electron impact excitation of on + were compiled by Itikawa et al. 3 and those for the ionization of on + were collected by Bell et ul:<1) No data an:: pn::tlt:ntt::d on tht: diift:l:ential emtltl sections with respect to scattering angles. The energy of the incident electron or photon is, in most cases, limited to < 1 keV. The literature has been surveyed through December 1988, but some more recent data were considered when available to the present authors.
In the next section, spectroscopic and other properties of 0 are briefly summarized. Photoionization of 0 is discussed in Sec. 3. In Sees. 4-7, data on electron collisions are presented. Finally a summary and discussion of future problems are given in Sec. 8.
Properties of Atomic Oxygen

Energy Levels
The most reliable compilation of the energy levels of atomic oxygen was made by Moore. s Table 2 .1 shows a number oflower states and several autoionizing states which will be referred to in the following sections. Figure 2 .1. gives a partial energy-level diagram of 0. Roth the table and the figure include only the states with total orbital angular momentum < 3 (i.e., S, P, D states). In Fig. 2.1 Atomic oxygen can capture an electron to form a negativeion (0-). The electron affinity (EA) of atomic oxygen has been determined very precisely by the method of laser photodetachment (Neumark et al. 8 ): EA(O) 1.461122 ± 0.000003 eV.
(2.1) Doering et al. 9 determined the absorption oscillator strength for the seven most intense dipole-allowed transitions ofO. They used the electron-impact method. Table 2 .2 shows the oscillator strengths they obtained. These values arc also shown in Fig. 2 Independently of this work, Jenkins ll measured the oscillator strength to be 0.053 ± 0.006. This is a little larger than the value adopted by Doering et al., but the two values are consistent within the errors claimed.
OSCillator Strength and Lifetime
There have been a large number of calculations of the oscillator strength of atomic oxygen. Among others, the calculation by Pradhan and Saraph12 is the most comprehensive. Their calculation is based on the close-coupling method with the frozen core approximation. Their values are compared in Table 2 .2 with the measul~ement uf Dut::ring eL al. The agreement with the experimental data is quite good (within 20%). Pradhan and Saraph reported oscillator strengths for many allowed transitions other than those shown in Table 2 .2.
The decay rates of the two autoionizing states, 3s" 3 pO and 2s2p5 3pO, were studied in detail by Dehmer et al.13 They observed both the ejected electron and the fluorescence and therefrom determined the autoionization/emission Forbidden transitions among the states of the 2p4 configuration are important in various astronomical objects. Very recently Baluja and Zeippen 17 made a comprehensive calculation of the excitation energies and the probabilities for those transitions. They used a configuration interaction wavefunction and took into account a relativistic correction. Their line strengths are in agreement With the result of an~ other detailed calculation conducted by Froese Fischer and Saha. 18 Baluja and Zeippen presented the most reliable valne!'; of the trllnsition probllbilities by combining their theoretic line strengths with the experimental excitation energies. 5 Those transition probabilities are given in Table 2 .3.
In Table 2 .3, some experimental results are also shown. They are all in accord with the theoretic ones, except for the ISO-3P l (297.2 nm) transition. The experimental value for the transition was deduced from both the measured intensity ratio of the 297.2-nm line to the 557.7-nm one and the absolute value of the transition probability for the latter line. Unfortunately, the wave lengths ofthe two lines are widely apart so that an accurate determination of the intensity ratio is difficult.
The lifetime of the state 3s 5S0 (for which a transition from the ground state is forbidden) was investigated by several authors. After a survey of the work, Zeippen et al. 19 determined the best value of the lifetime to be (170 ± 25) X 10-6 s.
Polarizability
Teachout and Pack 20 compiled data on the static dipole polarizability of all atoms. They determined the best value for the atomic oxygen to be a(experiment) = (0.77 ± 0.06) X 10-24 cm 3 • (2.2) This is based on the measurement by Alpher and White?l To the knowledge of the present authors, no experimental data have been reported since 1971.
On the other hand, there are many theoretic or empiri~ cal determinations of a for O. The best calculation has been done by Werner and Meyer. 22 They used highly correlated derived their moments empirically from photoabsorption data. The latter data are rather old and somewhat different from the more recent ones (sce Sec. 3). Both scts of values for the moments of the dipole oscillator strengths, therefore, are not reliably accurate to be shown here.
Photoionization
Photoionization of atomic oxygen was thoroughly reviewed by Seaton. 26 A very detailed measurement of the photoionization cross section of 0 was made by Samson and Pareek 27 for the wavelengths 12.0-91.0 nm. They used a spark discharge lamp as the light source and detected 0+ with the use of a mass analyzer. They produced oxygen atoms with a microwave discharge of O 2 , From the mesurement of the ions with the microwave discharge switched on and off, they eliminated the contribution of the dissociative ionization of O 2 , Very recently Angel and Samson 28 remeasured the cross section in more detail using synchrotron radiation as the light source. They extended the wavelength region covered down to 4.43 nm. They measured cross sections also for the production of 0 2 + and 03+. The The line below 5 nm actually shows the photoabsorption cross section, which includes multiple ionization. constraint, Angel and Samson found that the continuum oscillator strength derived from their cross section, should be accurate to within 4.4%. In 1979, Kirby et al. 29 determined the best value of the photoionization cross section on the basis of the data then available. For wavelengths > 30.0 nm, there is an overall agreement between their data and the present ones. The former values are somewhat larger than the latter in the shorter wavelength region.
The dashed lines in Fig. 3 .1 show the partial cross sections for the production of 0+ (4S) and There are a large number of calculations of photoionization cross section uf 0 (see, for instance, the review by Seaton 26 ). Angel and Samson 2S made a detailed comparison of their measurement to more than ten sets of calculations. They found that most of the theoretic data lie within 40% of the experimental ones. The details of the agreement, however, are very different depending on the method of calculation and the wavelength range considered.
At wavelengths > 40.0 nm, autoionization has a large effect. Because of the complicated structure, any contribution of autoionization is not shown in Fig. 3 .1. Below the 2 P threshold (66.S run), Dehmer ct al.7 measured 0. very detailed autoionization spectrum. Angel and Samson 28 reported autoionizing resonance leading to the 4p threshold (43.5 nm). A theoretical study of autoionization was carried out by several authors (e.g., Pradhan 33 ). Seaton 26 made a detailed discussion of the work in his review.
For wavelengths < 5 nm, we plot in Fig. 3 .1 the photoabsorption cross section recommended by Henke et al. 34 This cross section includes the contribution of multiple ionization. The Kedge (i.e., the threshold of the ejection of the Is electron) of oxygen is located at 2.332 nm.
Angel and Samson 28 measured also, the cross sections for the production of 02+ and 03+ in the region 4.4-25.4 nm. The cross section for the double ionization is plotted in Fig. 3 .1. The triple ionization is very rare in the region considered (the maximum cross section being 2.20 X 10-21 cm 2 at 8.27 nm). Multiple ionization probably plays a significant role in the higher energy region above the Kedge. .: Y.ITIKAWA AND A. ICHIMURA .. 10" Fig. 8.1 ). The resulting QT is given in Fig. 4 .2 to compare with the data of Sunshine et al.
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The QT obtained here is generally consistent with the experimental value. In the energy region higher than 50 e V, some discrepancy exists between the two results. A part of the difference may be ascribed to the excitation processes for which no data are available at present, but the difference at J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, Vol. 19, No.3, 1990 100 eV (-2X 10-16 cm 2 ) is too large to be reconciled with such missing excitation processes alone. We need a more elaborate experimental determination of QT' 6. Electron Collisions:
Electronic Excitations
Fine Structure Transition in the Ground State
The ground state of 0 has a fine-structure (FS) splitting as shown in Table 2 .1. The transition among the FS levels eP J with J= 2,1,0) leads to an important cooling mechanism of the dectron gas iu the Earth's iOllOsphcl-e and a variety of astrophysical plasmas. Carlson and Mantas 45 reviewed the four sets of cross sections then available for the FS tran"ition: Breig and Lin. 46 Saraph.47 Tambe and Henry, 41, 48 and LeDoumeuf and Nesbet. 49 Very recently Berrington 50 reported his elaborate calculation of the FS transition. He applied the R-matrix method to the calculation while including 2p4 J P, 1 D, IS terms and some pseudostates.
He presented only the collision strength in his paper. Figure   5 .1 shows the cross sections for the FS excitations, J = 2 -> 1, 2 ... 0, and 1-> 0, deduced from the collision strengths ofBerrington. He compared his result to the previous calculations mentioned above. A large disagreement was found in the lower energy region, while a reasonable agreement is seen at higher energies.
A quantity of practical importance is the cooling rate defined in the form .~ Table 5 .1.
When compared to the cooling rate based on the calculation of Tambe and Henry41 (given in Ref. 45) , the present value is somewhat larger than theirs. From the observation of the ionospheric temperature, Carlson and Mantas 45 suggested that the cooling rate of Tam be and Henry is too large. It is urgently required, therefore, that the theoretic cross section be tested directly by experiment.
Excitations of 2p 4 1D, 18 States
Until recently no measurement of the cross section for the excitation of 2p4 ID and IS states has been reported. though several different sets of theoretic calculations have been available. In 1985, Shyn and Sharps 1 reported for the first time the experimental cross section for the excitation of the I D state. The measurement was made only at 20 e V of electron energy. Later they published a wider range of experiment 52 and extended their measurement to the excitation of 2p4 IS state. 53 Very recently Doering and Gulcicek 54 made quite a similar measurement of Qexc (2p4 ID) and Qexc (2p4 IS). The two sets of the experimental data are shown in Fig. 5.2 .
There seems to be some difference between the results of the two experiments. If we consider rather large uncer· tainties of those data, however, the two experimental results arc consistent with each other. (Shyn et al. ~',~~ daimed the error to be 50% for 1 D and 54% for IS, while Doering and Gulcicek s4 estimated the corresponding uncertainties to be 35% and 40%. ) Both groups deduced the cross section from their measurement of electron energy loss spectra (ELS) for a mixture of ° and 02' Doering and Gulcicek obtained a large fraction (25%-50%) of atomic oxygen using a micro-Exp ) ( 
Excitations of Other States
From their measurement of electron energy loss, Doering and his colleagues at the lohns Hopkins University obtained excitation cross sections for a number of states of the oxygen atom. These cross sections are shown here together with some results of theoretic calculations. There are two sets of comprehensive calculations available. Smith S7 made a close-coupling calculation for a number of excitation processes. Recently Tayal and Henry carried out a calculation based on the R-matrlx method. They reported cross sections first for the 3s 3S0 and 3p 3p excitations. 58 Then they extended their calculation to the excitations of 3s 5 SO, 3p 5 P, 3d 3Do, 3s' 3D 0, 4s 3S0, and 4p 3p states. 59 Tayal and Henry used many more coupled states in their calculation. Thus the cross section obtained by Tayal and Henry should, in principle, be more accurate than that of Smith. As is shown later, however, the agreement with experiment is not always better for the former result than for the latter. This indicates that it is very difficult to do a reliable calculation for the excitation of O.
For convenience, Table 5 .2 lists the electronic states for which an excitation cross section is given in the present paper. A comparison with the emission cross section, if any, is made in the next subsection. There is no measurement of the cross section for the excitation of the 48 3SQ state. In Fig. 5 .3, we give the results of the two-state close-coupling calculation by Smith 57 and the R -matrix method calculation by Tayal and Henry.59 Except in the low-energy region « 30 eV), the two sets of calculations are in reasonable agreement. Vaughan and Doering 63 give, in their paper, an electron ELS at the incident energy of 100 eV. The spectrum clearly shows the energy-loss peak due to the excitation of the 4s 3S0 state. The ratio of the peak heights of the 3s 3 SO excitation to the 4s 3 SO one is -10. This value almost coincides with the ratio of Smith's cross sections at 100 e V, thus confirming the reliability of the theoretic result for the 48 3S0 excitation near 100 eV.
5.3.b. 3p 3p and 4p 3p
Gulcicek et al. 64 measured the cross section for the excitation of the 3p 3 P state. Their values are shown in Fig. 5 .4.
Tayal and Henry58 reported the corresponding theoretic values, which are also shown in Fig. 5 .4. Except near threshold, the discrepancy of theory from experiment is very large. There are two other calculations: Smith S7 using a twostate close-coupling method and Sawada and Ganas 65 using a distorted wave approxunation. Hoth the calculations give also too large a cross section compared to the experimental value.
Tayal and HenryS9 save the cross section for the excitation of the 4p 3 P state. Their cross section is also shown in Fig. 5 .4. In this case, there is no experimental data for comparison. (38' 3Do .... 2p4 3p) . Note that Q...j, (98.9 run) is reduced by half to fit in the figure.
COLLISIONS OF ELECTRONS AND PHOTONS WITH ATOMIC OXYGEN
3s' 3D o state. At 20 eV, Gulcicek and Doering 62 revised the cross section previously measured by Vaughan and Doering 60 because of the remeasurement of the Qexc (3s 3S0) to which the data are normalized. The theoretic result is not inconsistent with experiment, provided that a large uncertainty of the latter is taken into account.
5.
3.e. Autolonizing States (3s" 3po,2s2p5 3po,4d' 3PO) Vaughan and Doedl1g';~ ubtaim:u the energy-loss spectrum corresponding to the excitation of the 3s" 3pO, 2s2p5 3 pO, 4d' 3 pO states. From this spectrum, they derived the excitation cross sections shown in Fig. 5 .8. Very intere~t ingly the excitation cross section for the 3s" 3 pO state is 'Very close to that for the 2s2y 3 pO state. Furthermore, the two cross sections have quite a large absolute magnitude. In fact, they have the largest value among the cross sections for the excitation of electronic state of 0 except for 2p4 ID. There are no theoretic cross sections for comparison.
5.U. 3s 55 0
Doering and Gulcicek 66 measured the cross section for the excitation of the 3s 5 S O state. Their cross section i~ given in Fig. 5 .9 with the two sets of theoretic ones. 57 • 59 Both the calculations show a rather good agreement with experiment. Near the threshold « 13 eV), Rountree 67 made another calculation and showed a sharp resonance just above the threshold. Because the experiment was done only at energies above 13.9 eV, it is still uncertain whether the resonance is real or not.
3p 5p
Gulcicek et al. 64 measured the cross section for the excitation of the 3p 5 Pstate. In Fig. 5 .10, the experimental cross section is compared to the theoretic value obtained by Tayal and Henry.59 The a~reement between theory and experiment is fairly good, though the theoretic peak at 16.5 eV is not confirmed experimentally. 
Emission Cross Sections
Zipf and Erdman 68 reported their experimental results of the emission cross sections for the lines BOA run (3s 3S0 _ 2p4 3p), 102.7nm (3d 3D o _ 2p4 3p) and 98.9nm (3s' 3D 0 -:-2p4 3 P). Zipf and Ka0 69 measured the Qemis for another line (87.8 nm for 3s" 3pO -2p4 3P). These four cross sections are shown together in Fig. 5.11 . The Qemis for 130.4 run was originally measured by Stone and Zipf.70 To obtain an absolute value of the cross section, they used the cross section ratio, Qemis (130.4 nm)/ Qemis (130.4 run, 02) Now we compare the Qemis to the Qexc presented in the previous subsection. It should be noted that Qemis includes a cascade contribution. The two cross sections, therefore, do not necessarily coincide.
In Fig. 5 .3, the Qemis (130.4 nm) is compared to the Qexc (3s 3S0). Tbt: uiJI't:I"t:nct: bt:Lwt:t:n Lht: twu CI"USS st:CLiuns can be explained in terms of cascade. For instance, the difference around the maximum (at -25 e V) is probably ascribed to the excitation of the 3p 3 P lltate followed by the tranllition 3p 3P_3s 3 SO.
In Fig. 5 .5, the Qemis (102.7 nm) is compared to the Qexc (3d 3 Do). The Qemis (102.7 nm) is in agreement with theQexc (3d 3 Do) in the enegy regionEe <50eV, but, in the higher energy region, it decreases with energy more slowly than the Qexc. The latter deviation may arise from a cascade.
A comparison between Qemis (98.9 run) and Qexc (3s' 3Do) is made in Fig. 5.7 . Here the former cross section has been reduced by a factor of two to enable the Electron one'rgy (0 V) FIG. 5.11 . Cross sections for emission of the lines 87. 8, 98.9, 102.7 and 130.4 nm upon electron collision with O. Those cross sections were measured by Zipf and his collaborators. 68 • 69 comparison. The Qemis (98.9 nm) decreases more slowly than the Qexec (3s' 3Do). This may be due to cascade. The difference (by a factor of two) in the absolute magnitude of the two cross sections, however, is too large to be explained by cascade alone. In Pig. 5.8, the Qemis (87.8 nm) is compared to the Qexc (3s" 3 PO). The state 3s" 3 p O decays either by emission of radiation (87.8 nm) or by autoionization. The autoionization/ emission branching ratio was determined by Dehmer et a1.13 to be 1.07 (after averaging over multiplet). Thus, 2.07 X Qemis (87.8 nm) should coincide with the Qexc (3s" 3 po) , if no cascade is involved in the emission of 87 .8-nm line. When we multiply the Qemis (87.8 nm) in F'ig. 5.8 by 2.07, the resulting value becomes larger by a factor of 2 to 3 than the Qexc (3s" 3 pO). Since the 3s" 3 pO state is located above the ionization threshold, it is very unlikely for any cascade to contribute significantly to this emission. A further study is thus needed. Recently Germany et a1.71 measured the cross section for the emission of 777 A-nm radiation from the transition 3p 5 P-3s 5 SO. They produced atomic oxygen by photodissociating O 2 with a laser light. To avoid the contamination with the emission from the dissociative excitation of °2, they made the measurement only below 17 e V of electron energy. The resulting emission cross section is compared in Fig. 5 .10 to the Q.x. (3p 5 P). The emission cross section has been reduced by half to be plotted in the figure. The large difference in the absolute magnitudes of the two cross sections is ascribed to a contribution of the cascade from the ns 5 SO and nd :l D 0 levels located above the 3p :l P state. 71
Electron Collisions: Ionization
Bell et a/. 4 compiled and assessed cross-section data on the electron-impact ionization of atoms and atomic ions with Z..;;8 (Z being the nuclear charge). For each species, they determined recommended cross sections, which were fitted by an analytical formula for practical use. For the ionization of atomic oxygen, they gave the formula Qion (O+}(in 10-13 cm 2 ) = _1_ {2.4554In .!!.:.-. where I is the ionization potential of the oxygen (l = 13.62 e V) and Ee is the electron energy in e V. Figure 6 .1 shows the cross section calculated with the above formula. The cross section is based largely on the measurement by Brook et al. 72 The original cross section obtained by Brook et al. includes, in principle, a contribution from autoionization, if any. In reality, however, the cross section shows no discernible evidence of autoionization. We can estimate the contribution caulileil, for in!iltance, hy the excitation of7s?p5 3 pO alil follows: Combining the excitation cross section of the 2s2ps 3 pO state in Fig. 5 .8 with the autoionization/emission branching ratio determined by Dehmer et a1. 13 There is no experimental information concerning the state of the ion produced. Burnett and Rountree 73 calculated the partial cross section for the production of 0+ (4S), O+ep) and O+eD). According to their calculation, the fractions of 0+ (4S) and 0+ e D) are almost the same, while O+ep) is produced by ~50% less than 0+(4S) or 0+ CZD). In this calculation, only the 2p electron is assumed to ionize. Burnett and Rountree showed, however, that the direct ionization of the 2s electron is much less frequent than the 2p ionization. It should be noted that the calculation does not take into account autoionization. The autoionization through the excitation of the 2s2p5 3pO state, for instance, enhances the fraction of 0+ (4S).
Two experimental groups74,75 reported the ionization cross section for the production of 02+. Both the groups actually measured the ratio of the ion yield, 0 2 + /0+. They then multiplied the ratio by Qion (0+) measured by themselves (Zipf) or by other authors (Ziegler et al. ) . The ratios measured by the two groups are in close agreement with each other. Here we multiply their ratio by Qion (0+) recommended by Bell et al. (see Fig. 6.1) . The resulting value of Qion (0 2 +) is shown in Fig. 6.1 
Electron Collisions: Attachment
Atomic oxygen can capture an electron to form a negative ion (0 -). There are two different processes for the electron attachment: It is very difficult to measure the cross section for any of the above two processes. We now have experimental information for the inverse of the processes; i.e., Usini the principle of detailed halancing, WP. ~lIn deduce the cross section or the rate for processes (i) and (ii) from the corresponding quantities for (iii) and (iv). Hoffmann 77 measured radiation (200-900 nm) emitted from an oxygen arc plasma at a temperature of -9000 K. Assuming radiative equilibrium, he determined the absorption coefficient for the continuum radiation and therefrom the cross section for the photodetachment of 0-. From the photodetachment cross section, Hoffmann deduced the cross section for the attachment. The result is shown in Fig.   7 .1. He indicated that the attachment cross section behaves as Eea 6 in the region of low electron energy (Ee = 0.01-0.7 eV). He claimed ± 10% of uncertainty for his detachment cross section. Probably the attachment cross section in Fig. 7 .1 includes a similar amount of error. It should be mentioned that the attachment cross section in Fig. 7 .1 is in good agreement with the calculation by Garrett and Jackson. 78 Peart et al. 79 reported their measurement of the cross section for the detachment process (7.4) section and assuming a Maxwellian distribution of electron velocities, we calculate the rate constant for the electron detachment. Then the rate constant for the three-body attachment, k 3 _ att is derived with the principle of detailed balancing. The resulting values are given in Fig. 7 .2. There an: a few pnJblems encountered in the present method for deriving the k 3att • Firstly, Peart et al. measured the detachment cross section only as low as 3.14 e V of electron energy. We extrapolated the cro~~ ~ection to the threshold (1.46 eV) using an analytical fit, to the measured values. In the fit, the data at lower energies have a much greater significance. These values, however, have a large uncertainty arising from the difficulty of the experiment. Thus the present rate constant shown in Fig. 7 .2 has a large error (probably, a factor of 2 or more). Furthermore, in the above derivation, we had to ignore the fine structure of 0 and 0-. Thus the derived quantity is valid only in the temperature range shown in Fig. 7 .2.
Summary and Future Problems
Cross sections for electron collisions with atomic oxygen are summarized in Fig. 8.1 . The total-~cattering cro~~ section (Qr) and the elastic cross section (Qelas) are taken from Fig. 4.2, and ber of representative excitation processes described in Sec. 5.
For these cross sections, experimental values which we smoothly connected are plotted in Fig. 8.1 .
Collisions of atomic oxygen with electrons and photons are now quite well understood, if we take into account the difficulty in handling oxygen atoms both experimentally and tht:on::tically. Atom.ic oxygen is not only of significance in applications but is also of interest in atomic physics. It is, for instance, one of the typical examples of open-shell atoms, which behave differently from the closed-shell atoms like rare gases. Thus more work is required on the collisions between atomic oxygen and electrons or photons. Some examples of future problems are (i) More elaborate and quantitative experimental determinations of QT and Qelas are needed. These two cross sections can serve as a standard to which cross sections for any other processes may be compared.
Oi) A more detailed comparison should be made among the experimental and theoretic cross sections for the excitation of the 2p4 1 D and IS states, so that the best reliable data for those cross sections will be established. (iii) As is shown in Sec. 5, experimental data are now available for various excitation processes in the collision, e + O. These data, however, include a large uncertainty and, in many cases, exist only at a few point of collision energy. More refined and more extensive measurement would be highly desirable. For some of the excitation processes, results of rather comprehensive calculations are now available. The theoretic cross section, however, cannot necessarily reproduce the experimental value. J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, Vol. 19, No.3, 1990 (iv) In practical applications, emission cross sections Qemis are quite useful. As is seen in Section 5.4, however, the measured values of Qemis are sometimes inconsistent with those of Qexe' A further study is necessary to solve this discrepancy.
(v) There is no measurement of the cross section for the production of ions in their specific state upon electron collisions. Also, any measurement of the energy distribution of the secondary electrons should be made at the electron-impact ionization of O.
(vi) Electron or photon collisions with oxygen atoms in their excited state (metastable states, in particular) are of importance, but no reliable data are as yet available.
